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FORM APPROVAL PENDING

This form should accompany all data submissions to the National Oceanographic Data Center.  Section 1, Contributor
Identification, must be completed when the data are submitted.  It is highly desirable for NODC to also receive the
remaining pertinent descriptive information about the submitted data at that time.  Please include any relevant reports,
publications, or other supporting documentation that assist in describing data collection, analysis, and format specifics.

SECTION 1.  CONTRIBUTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO IS SENDING THE DATA TO NODC.)

1.  Name of contributor 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information

SECTION 2.  DATA COLLECTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO COLLECTED THESE DATA.)

1.  Name of data collector 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information
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SECTION 3.  GENERAL DATASET DESCRIPTION
(PLEASE COMPLETE GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

1.  Dataset Title (if applicable) (may be sent in an included ASCII text file named “abcTITLE.TXT” where abc are your
initials)

2.  Dataset Abstract (please provide a brief description of the contents of the dataset) (may be sent in an included ASCII
text file named “abcABSTRACT.TXT” where abc are your initials)

3.  Dataset Purpose (please provide a brief statement about the purpose for collecting these data)  (may be sent in an
included ASCII text file named “abcPURPOSE.TXT” where abc are your initials)

4.  Dataset collection dates

First day of data collection

Last day of data collection

5  Dataset location
Northernmost Latitude
Southernmost Latitude
Easternmost Longitude
Westernmost Longitude
Ocean/sea area names

6.  Platform(s) used to collect these data
Platform name(s) and type(s)

7.  Instruments used to collect these data
Instrument(s)

8.  Parameters measured
Parameters

9.  Project name(s) 10.  Original cruise name(s)

11.  Volume of data transferred (in bytes) 12.  Filenames in data submission
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SECTION 4.  SCIENTIFIC CONTENT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the manner of observation, instrumentation, analysis, and data reduction techniques to
make them understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum documentation considered relevant to each data type. 
Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information
already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e., publications, reports, and README files containing
descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

NAME OF MEASURED
PARAMETER

UNIT OF MEASURE
USED FOR
PARAMETER

OBSERVATION METHOD AND
INSTRUMENT USED (TYPE &
MODEL

ANALYTICAL METHOD
AND LABORATORY
PROCEDURES USED
(INCLUDING
MODIFICATIONS)

DATA PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES (WITH
FILTERING AND
AVERAGING)
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SECTION 5.  DATA FORMAT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE FORMAT OF THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the format of these data to make them understandable to future users.  Furnish at least the
minimum documentation considered relevant for your data.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data
and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of the data format).  At a minimum, please include the following
information:

1.  Media type on which data were submitted (e.g., FTP, exabyte tape, etc.)

2.  Name of included file that contains specific record layout, if applicable, including:
FIELD NAME, POSITION FROM 0 MEASURED IN (BITS, BYTES, ETC.), LENGTH (NUMBER, UNITS), ATTRIBUTES, USE AND
MEANING

3.  Brief description of file organization

4. Record type(s)

5. Data format information contact person
Name

Email

Telephone

Address

SECTION 6.  INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC CALIBRATION INFORMATION ABOUT

INSTRUMENTS USED TO COLLECT THESE DATA.)
Include enough information about instrument calibration to make it understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum
documentation considered relevant for each instrument.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and
will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

1.   Name of included file that contains specific calibration details, if applicable, including:
INSTRUMENT TYPE (MFR., MODEL#), DATE OF LAST CALIBRATION, LAST CALIBRATED BY (NAME, ORGANIZATION),
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATED AT (FIXED INTERVALS/BEFORE USE/AFTER USE/BEFORE AND AFTER USE/ONLY AFTER
REPAIR/ONLY WHEN NEW/OTHER (SPECIFY)/INSTRUMENT NOT CALIBRATED


	s1_email: twootton@uchicago.edu
	s1_name: J. Timothy Wootton
	s1_institute: Department of Ecology & EvolutionThe University of Chicago
	s1_phone: 773-702-2773
	s1_address: 1101 East 57th St.
	s1_city: Chicago
	s1_state: IL
	s1_zip: 60637
	s1_country: USA
	s1_fax: 773-702-9740
	s1_otherCTC: N/A
	s2_name: J. Timothy Wootton, Catherine A. Pfister
	s2_institution: Department of Ecology & EvolutionThe University of Chicago
	s2_phone: 773-702-2773773-834-0071
	s2_email: twootton@uchicago.educpfister@uchicago.edu
	s2_fax: 773-702-9740
	s2_otherCTC: N/A
	s2_city: Chicago
	s2_state: IL
	s2_zip: 60637
	s2_country: USA
	s2_address: 1101 E. 57th St.
	s3_title: Tatoosh Island Hydrolab Data 2000-2010
	s3_abstract: To understand how ocean conditions influence population and ecological community dynamics of rocky shore habitats, we initiated measurements of key physical/chemical parameters at Tatoosh Island, Washington, in June 2000, including water temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, and salinity/conductivity. Measures were made with a Hydrolab DS4a/DS5x logging probe at half hour intervals during spring-late summer in each year.  Submitted data were collected through August 2010.  The probe was deployed at biweekly-monthly intervals, with cleaning and calibration done in a 12-24 hr period before probe redeployment.  The probe was secured to the shoreline of Tatoosh Island, and was housed in a 5000 l tidepool separated from the ocean by a 1 wide lip at a tide height of 80 cm to assure that probe performance was not compromised by desiccation at low tide. These data form the core of analyses in Pfister et al. (L&O 2007), Wootton et al. (PNAS 2008), and Wootton and Pfister (PLoS ONE In Press 2012).
	s3_purpose: To understand how ocean conditions influence population and ecological community dynamics of rocky shore habitats, by comparing the physical/chemical data included here to time series of biological data from repeated annual censuses taken from the shore of Tatoosh Island, Washington, USA.  Secondarily, this data set has become important for documenting changes in the nearshore ocean conditions at this site.
	s3_startDate: 6/4/2000
	s3_endDate: 8/23/2010
	s3_northLat: 48.3931
	s3_southLat: 48.3931
	s3_eastLon: -124.7343
	s3_westLon: -124.7373
	s3_platNameNType: Tatoosh Island:  shore-based Hydrolab dataloggers
	s3_parameter: water temperature, salinity/conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH
	s3_origCruise: N/A
	s3_filename: enter one or more filename of files sent to NODC,  separated by commasTatooshHydrolab2000to2010F.txt, TatooshHydrolab2000to2010cal.pdf
	s3_byteCount: 2.6 MB (40,452 observations) for main data file (TatooshHydrolab2000to2010F.txt)
	s3_project: Tatoosh Island Time Series
	s3_instrument: Hydrolab Datasonde 4a, Hydrolab Datasonde 5x
	s3_oceanArea: Tatoosh Island, Washington, USA, NE Pacific Ocean
	s4_paramName: Water TemperatureDissolved OxygenSalinitypHEstimated AlkalinityEstimated Daily UpwellingEstimated Tide Height
	s4_unitMeasure: degrees Celsiusmg O2 per liter H20parts per thousandNBS pH units (mol/kg)mol/kgt /(sec*0.1 km)cm above MLLW
	s4_instType: Hydrolab DS4a/DS5x temperature probe (30 ohm variable resistance thermistor).Hydrolab DS4a/DS5x DO probe:6/2000-8/15/2008 used a Clark Cell (selective membrane)methodology8/16/2008 to present uses Hach luminescent DO probe methodology.Hydrolab conductivity probe (graphite electrodes)Hydrolab glass silver chloride electrode with saturated KCl reference electrode.Indirect (based on salinity)Indirect (based on wind fields)Indirect (based on predicted lunar and solar cycles)
	s4_method: None (factory check every 2-3 years)Calibration via water saturated airNone (factory check every 2-3 years)Calibration via NBS standards of pH 7.0 and 10.0Calculations derived from analysis of total alkalinity samples in lab of Andrew Dickson, Scripps Institute of Oceanography, UCSDCalculations made by NOAA for 48oN.Calculations based on NOAA models, derived from University of South Carolina
	3_analyticTechniq: NoneTemperature compensated calculations automatically applied.Automatic conversion from conductivity to salinity by probe software, with temperature compensation automatically applied.Temperature compensation automatically applied.Data adjusted with function describing potential temporal drift via time since servicing function.Calculated TA based on regression of measured alkalinity on salinity  (r=0.961) at outlined in Wootton and Pfister (In Press) PLoS ONE.Data not collected by us.  Presented for reference to our data.Data not collected by us.  Presented for reference to our data.
	s5_mediumType: email
	s5_filename: N/A
	s5_description: File was organized as an Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet, saved as a tab-delimited ASCII file.  Columns are variables, rows are observations.  Columns: C1-Date (MMDDYY), C2-Time (HHMMSS), C3-Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l), C4-Water Temperature (oC), C5-Salinity (ppt), C6-pH (mol/kg on NBS scale), C7-Estimated Tide Height of Ocean (cm) (values at heights <80 cm not necessarily representative of the adjacent ocean), C8-Time since last servicing of pH probe (yr), C9-Calculated Daily Upwelling Index from 48oN on the Pacific coast of North America from NOAA, C10-Estimated Alkalinity based on empirical regression relationship of measured TA on salinity and temperature,  
	s5_recordType: Individual measurements at 30 minute intervals.
	s5_name: Tim Wootton
	s5_email: twootton@uchicago.edu
	s5_phone: 773-702-2773
	s5_address: Dept. Ecology & EvolutionUniversity of Chicago1101 East 57th St.Chicago, IL 60637, USA
	s6_fileName: TatooshHydrolab2000to2010cal.pdf


